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We aim to improve accessibility in our cities by increasing the
uptake of shared mobility hubs, bringing about a modal shift

towards shared mobility modes

Welcome to the �rst ShareDiMobiHub
Newsletter

Dear reader,

I am happy to share with you the �rst newsletter of the Interreg North Sea Region

project ‘Shared and Digital Mobility Hubs’, coordinated by the province of Utrecht.

This project will increase urban accessibility and liveability by introducing shared

mobility hubs at a city or metropolitan or regional scale. Many activities of the project

partners are focused on upscaling the shared mobility hubs concept and to integrate

the shared mobility o�er with standardised data into MaaS. Also, some pilots will be

executed or have already begun.

The project started in October 2022. We are now up to full speed and ready to share

some interesting insights with you, with much more to come in the coming months

and years. In this newsletter, you will read about our pilot in the city of Tønsberg

(Norway), upscaling activities in the Netherlands, insights about the shared mobility

market, how to make use of data for monitoring, but also for making an inventory of

shared mobility with GIS-techniques. Additionally, we are sharing some insights about

a paper for the TRA 2024 conference, our partner meeting in Hamburg in October,
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Tønsberg launches its �rst

shared and digital mobility

hub

Tønsberg recently unveiled a

shared mobility hub, advancing

sustainable urban transport with

local partnerships and

ShareDiMobiHub. Read more.

Amsterdam's Hubs project

update

Amsterdam is set to add 17 street

hubs by 2024 to boost public

transport and eHUBS networks,

mainly in the West and Southeast

districts. These hubs will promote

shared mobility options, with

some inner-city areas eyed for

redevelopment. Future

adaptations include converting

private parking to shared spaces.

Read more.

other projects related news and some relevant links to future events where the

ShareDiMobiHub project will be present.

Enjoy reading our �rst newsletter, kind regards,

Arjen Rodenburg

Project coordinator

Visit our website

Project news
In this section you will read about our project general activities, pilot projects updates,

and much more! 
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ShareDiMobiHub partner meeting

in Hamburg, Germany

Hamburg recently took the centre of

ShareDiMobiHub activities as the

Hamburg University of Applied Sciences

(HAW Hamburg) welcomed the project

partners for our project meeting.

Read more

Digital dashboards and data at

the thematic meeting in Hamburg

ShareDiMobihub held a thematic meeting

on digital dashboards and shared

mobility data during the project’s last

partner meeting in the city of Hamburg.

Moving forward from the last edition,

where the project discussed the future of

the shared mobility market, this time, a

thematic exploration of digital

dashboards and data stood prominently

as a focal point, weaving through

discussions and catalyzing in-depth

exchanges.

Read more

ShareDiMobiHub explores

the future of the Shared

Mobility Market
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On June 30th, ShareDiMobiHub

and service providers met up for a

thematic meeting. Their goal? To

chat about what's next for shared

travel. They're excited to make big

changes for the future. Read

more.

Shared Mobility on the map:

Where can we �nd our

shared vehicles?

Shared mobility has become a

familiar concept and is now an

integral part of our urban

landscape.  Hogeschool Utrecht

conducted an inventory and GIS-

analysis of shared vehicles and

shared mobility hubs in the

province of Utrecht. Read more.

Hamburg University of Applied

Sciences submits paper for the

TRA conference 2024

With the abstract already accepted, a full

conference paper about the

ShareDiMobiHub project is currently

under review for the renowned Transport

Research Arena conference (TRA). The

TRA 2024 is the foremost European

transport event that covers all transport

modes and all aspects of mobility and

takes place from 15-18 April 2024 in

Dublin. Please keep your �ngers crossed

for our paper with the title “Accelerating

the Deployment of Shared and Digital

Mobility Hubs Across Europe” submitted

by the authoring team from HAW

Hamburg together with the project
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coordinator Arjen Rodenburg and meet

us at the TRA in Dublin!

Read more

Interreg NS SMALL project

Insight Paper

SMALL launches �rst Insights

paper on inclusive shared

mobility.  The booklet brings

together the main takeaways and

expert insights from the inclusive

transport community borne out of

SMALL's 1st Expert Roundtable,

held in Brussels earlier this spring.

Read more.

Data Standardisation for

Shared Mobility, a Study

‘Data Standardisation for Shared

Mobility, a Study’ was conceived

by Mpact as part of the Interreg

NWE eHUBS project.

It provides background

information to the shared mobility

data ecosystem and gives an

overview of the major data

standards and speci�cations on a

global, European and national

level. For each standard, the study

discusses its goal, governance

structure, relevance, technicalities,

compliance and compatibility.

Read more

Project-related news
In this section you will read about a series interesting news item related to our

project.
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Mpact contributes to Brussels’

vision for the development of

mobility hubs

Our partner Mpact has helped create a

vision document for mobility hubs in

Brussels in response to a request from

Brussels Mobility. Drawing on their

expertise and collaboration with local

authorities, Mpact has identi�ed strategic

nodes for future hub development,

in�uenced by their participation in other

mobility hubs projects like eHUBS and

SmartHubs.

Read more

Rotterdam, The Netherlands 29-30

November 2023

North Sea Conference 2023

This year's agenda is packed with

exciting content and inspirational

study visits. And of course, in true

North Sea spirit you will have

plenty of chance to meet and

network with other North Sea

enthusiasts! Read more.

Ghent, Belgium 18-21 June 2024

Velo-city Conference 2024

Velo-city is where advocates, cities,

policy makers, researchers and

industry leaders meet to shape

the future of cycling and

sustainable urban development.

Read more.

Events
Discover our project events and much more!
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Leuven, Belgium 29-30 November 2023

POLIS Conference 2023

The Annual POLIS Conference is Europe’s

leading sustainable urban mobility

event, providing an opportunity for cities

and regions to showcase their transport

achievements to a large audience of

mobility experts, practitioners, and

decision-makers from both the public

and private sector. 

Read more

Register to the ShareDiMobiHub Newsletter

Register now

Follow us

Project disclaimer:

Shared & Digital Mobility Hubs (ShareDiMobiHub) is an Interreg North-Sea project

that focuses on increasing the introduction and uptake of shared mobility hubs.
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